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Writers write. They use writing throughout their day. They use writing to learn, to think, and to feel. Writing is like breathing. Writers can’t live without writing.

—Lil Brannon

A Tale of Two Classrooms

Once upon a time, students sat in rows at desks in a classroom. Typically, the students would hunch over their workbooks grasping number-two pencils. “Who is the main character?” a student wondered; she had to answer ten questions about the story. “The main character is . . . ” she wrote, dutifully remembering to write in complete sentences. She yawned as she lazily scrawled a period at the end. The classroom was absolutely silent. She looked around. Nine more questions to go.
Another student sat puzzling over the directions in his workbook. “Write about a time you confused right with left,” the prompt read. The student stared at the blank page. He looked at the clock. He had absolutely nothing to say about this topic. In fact, he cared nothing about the topic at all. The school district bought this workbook for every child. Many pages were not filled in, not because the boy hadn’t done the work, but because the teacher had neither the time to assign nor to read all the workbook pages. The teacher only had time to feel guilty as she circled the room to make sure everyone was completing the assignments. “Perhaps, they will complete the pages over the summer,” the teacher thought, trying to justify the cost of the workbooks.

Contrast that classroom to a very different classroom: A quick scan of the room reveals desks grouped together, creating tables. There’s a hum of voices as children go about their work. Some sit on the floor with a partner or two eagerly sharing what they wrote about last night. Others read and prepare for discussion groups. They mark the reading with sticky notes so that they will remember their observations and/or questions for reflective writing later. Some students write double entry journals, like notice/wonder charts, to remember their thoughts when their discussion group gets together. Each student searches for clues that might reveal what is going to happen in the book she is reading or a theory about why the author wrote the book in the first place.

The students lean over to one another to get help when they are stuck. The teacher meets with small groups of students every day teaching them how to read, write, talk, recognize their thinking, and listen to one another. Mostly, she observes carefully and takes cues from the students. All of this thinking, reflecting, problem posing, and discovery gets recorded safely into her daybook—a journal of sorts, but with a big difference.

**What Is a Daybook?**

We think of the daybook like that drawer in the kitchen where we stick everything that does not yet have a place, but we know we might need someday. It’s not quite trash, but it is the leftovers, the twist ties, the artifacts of where we have been. The daybook serves as a place where students put all of their thoughts throughout the day. It isn’t a binder with sections. It isn’t even a binder. We use an old-fashioned composition notebook because it is cheap, has a hard cover, and its pages stay put. Before daybooks, our students often misplaced their work. Now, the daybook serves as a collection place to keep everything, and we mean everything. Discussions and lessons grow out of the
practice students do and the questions students ask, all of which are recorded in their daybooks.

A daybook needs to be a hardcover notebook with stitched-in pages. It needs the hard cover so students can bring it back and forth from home to school and keep it in usable shape. A daybook with pages that are difficult to rip out forces students to gradually let go of the perfectionism they have learned to expect of themselves. They learn to accept pages that don’t work. With help, they view mistakes as potential successes. Drafts that turn out to be lists, for example, can be viewed as a dozen possible story ideas. In order to capture the true essence of a daybook, we discourage our students from using spiral notebooks, three-ring binders, or fancy, expensive, easily damaged journals. By sticking to these guidelines, teachers and students don’t have to worry about spiral-bound journals locking together when they all are stacked in one place, or pages coming loose, binders becoming bent, or the avalanche that inevitably happens when anyone tries to pick up more than three binders at a time.

Why Daybooks Work

In *Jazmin’s Notebook*, Nikki Grimes writes, “It seems like ideas are like gossamer, or mist, fragile as a dream, forgotten as soon as you awake” (1993, 25). But with daybooks, ideas don’t get scattered and lost any more. One daybook can bring organization to a writer’s life, even a messy, disorganized writer. The daybook differs from a journal in that the daybook includes much more than just the students’ personal and often private thoughts.

Like writers’ notebooks, daybooks are a place for students to store all of their writing on the way to creating a final product. But they also keep in their daybooks math problems, social studies questions, and their private thinking about what happened at lunch. Students need this place to hold onto the thoughts and notes they discover throughout their entire day, not just the time they are in English class. So daybooks are not just for writing—they integrate all subjects. They are often messy and filled with incomplete pages. Many daybooks have colorful sticky notes marking important pages. Some students divide their notebooks into chapters, but they don’t have to. Also, we usually don’t write to the students in their daybooks, and more importantly, we don’t grade the writing in the daybook but we do check to see that students are doing their work. (See more on assessment in Chapter 7.)

Ralph Fletcher explains his writer’s notebook in this way: “Most of what goes into a notebook defies description. Labeling it, well, stuff, is about as close as you
can get. If your notebook is like mine, it will fill up with stuff you can’t quite live without” (1996, 25). A daybook is just stuff, the stuff of a child’s day, the stuff that she will return to as a reader, writer, and thinker.

The view of writing discussed in the Theory Box above is very different from more traditional purposes of writing in schools, in which students write down what the teacher says or copy notes from the board, and where writing is more “fill in the blanks” or “follow the formula” than it is thinking and learning. A daybook won’t work well in a traditional classroom because there is no purpose for it. A daybook works in classrooms that are concerned with what and how children learn and where teachers are curious about what and how children think.

Donald Murray, from whom we have already acknowledged our debt for the idea of a daybook, writes that his “students become writers at the moment when they first write what they do not expect to write” (1982, 3). “Writers,” for Murray, “seek what they do not expect to find. Writers are like artists, rationalizers of accident. They find out what they are doing after they have done it” (1982, 4). Instead of knowing in advance what their topic sentence is, students discover what they want to say in the process of saying things. Many writers have this experience, and Murray collected those writers’ experiences in Shoptalk (1990). For example,
In order for a daybook to matter in teaching and learning, teachers and students must come to terms with what it means to be a writer. If writing and thinking were easy, we wouldn’t struggle as teachers with how to help our students find their voices as writers. Daybooks can become working books, where teachers and students work out their ideas and think and explore their worlds. Teachers must give class time for writing, knowing that when they do so they are giving class time for thinking. Teachers must give class time to share bits and pieces of this writing, so that everyone can hear how a writer thinks or feels or makes sense of experience. In doing so, teachers and children begin to understand that they are writers.

Daybooks have been our way to make our classrooms a community of writers. Karen’s story, which follows, shows how she moved from notebooks to daybooks, making her classroom come alive with writing.

Karen’s Story: A Teacher Writer Discovers Daybooks

A skeptic, I was reluctant to try a daybook. I was a three-ring notebook kind of girl. Ripping out pages, moving pages around, and hole-punching papers to add to my binder worked for me. I liked writing on a thick stack of lined paper with just the right pen. Wadding up papers and arching them into the garbage can like I’d seen writers do on television helped me do my best work. At the time, I was not writing for myself either. I was only doing the writing that I was required to do as a teacher, the icky, boring stuff.

As I began to write for myself, I discovered I enjoyed the smallness of the daybook and how it fit in my bag. It traveled with me easily. Having it with me helped me jot down ideas as they occurred to me. As I experimented with my new daybook, I felt the freedom of not worrying about mistakes, not crossing out ideas or throwing away pages. The fact that the pages were stuck in a bound composition book required that I hold on to all this material. What I discovered was that with the binder, I tossed away ideas that could actually have become a part of other writings. Or perhaps what I found was that with the daybook, my writing could grow out of the little bits and pieces of many different days. I felt free to
experiment with my writing by writing in different colors, in the margins, and sideways. After all, it was my daybook and I wasn’t showing it to anyone.

Thoughts came to me while watching television, riding in the car and at school, eating breakfast or brushing my teeth. My ideas didn’t get lost anymore because my daybook was close at hand. On the rare occasion when I left it at home or at school, I felt uncomfortable. I learned to write on scraps of paper and then glue them onto the pages when my daybook and I were reunited. When I thought of a story idea, I would jot it down in the back of my daybook. I realized that I began turning to the last page because I could locate it quickly. The last page became my topic list.

I also began inventing solutions to my writing problems. I labeled ideas I wanted to come back to with quickly drawn clouds that I could spot as I flipped through the pages of my daybook. I still wanted to give students handouts, and I wasn’t sure how to incorporate these pages into a composition book (the binder did work well for these materials). My resolution was to fold the page in half, run a glue stick down both sides of the folded edge, and then stuff the fold of the paper inside my notebook. I closed my daybook and pressed on the binding. The handout stuck so well, I could pick up my daybook by holding the glued-in sheet.

As my daybook grew fat, I realized how important it would be to invite my students to keep a daybook as well. As we started to work together, I shared with my students all the tricks I had discovered, such as the clouds I put around great ideas, the pasted in pieces that I didn’t want to lose. As all our daybooks grew, we found it difficult to locate the next fresh page quickly. So, we started using a rubber band as a bookmark or a sticky note to label places we needed to find quickly. The rubber band also became a great place to hook a pen, so we could have our favorite pens with us at all times as well.

Once I attempted to make sections for our daybooks but gave up on that. The stick-on dividers worked fine, but I couldn’t guess how many pages we might need for each section. Also, I couldn’t figure out what chapters worked consistently. So instead, we started simply dating everything instead of fussing with divisions. (Lil uses the same colored sticky notes on pages that might work or feed into something she is writing—yellow stickies are ideas that go with a workshop she is preparing, pink stickies go with a grant application she is working on. They are like dividers with a difference; instead of pages being all together, they are linked by the rainbow of colors.)

When my first daybook ran out of pages and I started my second, I knew I needed some way to keep track of the pages that really mattered to me, such as a table of contents to make it easier to revisit my ideas. I numbered the pages in the upper corners and made a list of the pages that really mattered to me, or that
I looked at from time to time. Locating what I needed by flipping the pages with my thumb was easy when the pages were numbered and catalogued.

About this same time, I began writing more on the computer. Moving from pen to type meant I had less in my daybook, and I went many months without using it. Then I realized I missed my daybook: I still needed a place to take notes and to catch thoughts when away from my desk. I also found it invaluable for revising—if I were stuck at my computer, I’d locate my daybook, find a fresh page, and freewrite revisions. Breaking away from the computer helped me find my way through my writing. I also looked forward to rereading my writing and feeling accomplished as I filled the pages. When stuck for ideas, I took my daybooks down from the shelf and leafed through them, often chuckling at my doodlings. What I was thinking had a permanent home in a daybook. As the daybooks multiplied, I began to see how much I was growing as a writer. I knew instantly that my elementary students would be able to see their growth as well.

**Becoming Writers with Our Students**

Karen’s story is a story shared by all of us. As our classrooms became places for writing and thinking rather than filling in blanks and regurgitating information, our students became excited with us about their stories, their ideas, their learning. Because we all keep daybooks right along with our students, we are constant models and coaches for the kinds of thinking and writing we want them to do. Those of us who teach elementary school find that integrating our students’ daybooks and, therefore, their thinking and writing skills across curriculums makes for better understanding and learning in all areas. Those of us teaching high school find that our students carry what they learned by using their daybooks in English courses over to other classes and disciplines. Cindy and Sally have even had many students email from universities to say that they are still using their daybooks. When Lil and Shana assign daybooks in their college classes, students have said, “I love daybooks. I kept one when I was in elementary school with Mrs. Haag or Mr. Iannone” or “Did you learn about daybooks from Mrs. U. at North Meck?” We find that the daybook is the single most powerful tool we can put into the hands of our students. Daybooks energize our teaching. Daybooks give students voice and authority. Daybooks fill our classroom with exciting ideas, with joy, and with surprise. In the next chapter we will show you how we get them started.
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